Weapon Form 3
Ready position, sticks in hand (sticks in. running along forearm). Step slightly left. Double upward cross block sticks out. Twirl sticks up under arms, hands free
and in ready position. (Horse)
(NW) Turn slightly left. Forward bow and arrow. Right overhead strike; twirl stick in, down and out block.
(NE) Turn slightly right, forward bow and arrow. Left overhead strike, twirl stick in, down and out block.
(N) Ready position sticks in. Advance to right neutral, right inward block continues to down and out. Stick in. Left reverse punch (Bow & arrow), Right forward punch (Neutral) both with sticks in. Advance to left neutral, left inward block continues to down and out. Stick in. Right reverse punch (bow & arrow), left forward punch (neutral) both with sticks in. Left cat stance with left stick out and up near right shoulder.
(W) Left neutral, left down and out block stick out (bow & arrow). Right under strike. 
(NW) Ready position. Sticks in.
(NE) Right cat stance with left stick out and up near left shoulder.
(E) Right neutral, right down and out block stick out (bow & arrow). Left under strike. 
(NE) Ready position. Sticks in. Left crosses behind and turns left.
(SE) Left neutral, left outward extended block. Stick in. Right follows around (Bow & arrow) then backs with a right hook to the right stick in (neutral). Left forward punch (neutral), right reverse punch (bow & arrow).
Right crosses behind and turn right.
(NE) Right neutral, right outward extended block. Stick in. Left follows around (bow & arrow) then back with a left hook to the left stick in (neutral). Right forward punch (neutral), left reverse punch (bow & arrow).
Left crosses behind, turn left
(SE) Left neutral left down and out strike. Right overhead strike (Right bow and arrow), left poke (neutral), right poke (bow & arrow). Right snap kick plants in front (right neutral) right horizontal strike to right.
(NE) Ready position
(SW) Right leg moves back to right cat. Then out and right-to-right diagonal. Double cross overhead block. Double inward horizontal strikes high then medium. Double kick. Left front snap, left side snap. Plants in front. Pivot right.
(NW) sticks under arms, horse.
(NE) pivot right. Right diagonal. Double cross block downward. Left stick drops down and follows along forearm. Right stick goes over and backs along back of forearm. Double front snap kicks (left then right) plants in front. Pivot right slightly, left down and out block, right outward block. Right footsteps right, left down and out block, right outward block.
(NW) Pivot left, right over stick. Left punch. Right poke, left punch. Right poke. Flip right stick and catch in middle. Handle up. Left punch, right vertical punch. Right kick plants in front while flip right stick and catch at handle.
(W) Right steps back (Left diagonal). Left horizontal upward block with right vertical upward block behind left stick. Right roundhouse kick plants in front (right side horse). Right horizontal strike.
(N) Left leg crosses in front
End. Ready stance.


